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 A Novel Approach to Optimize
Overhead Internet Gateway for MANET

Abstract—A Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is a
collection of mobile nodes (such as laptops, PDAs)
forming an arbitrary networks without the support of any
fixed infrastructure such as base station or access point.
In MANET, each node functions as a router and forwards
packets to other peer nodes. There is no fixed topology
due to the node mobility, which results in interference,
multipath propagation and path loss. Mobile nodes have
constraints on battery power, computation capacity,
bandwidth, and wireless channel leading to number of
challenges while designing routing procedures.
Determining viable routing paths and delivering messages
in a decentralized environment where network topology
fluctuates has always attracted the attention of researchers
to design new and new mechanism to solve these problems.
While the shortest path (based on a given cost function)
from a source to a destination in a static network is usually
the optimal route, this idea is not easily extended to
MANET In this paper, the work proposed a stability aware
of Optimized Overhead internet gateway discovery in
Mobile Ad-hoc Network that is capable of predicting the
stability (i.e., expiration time) of multiple routes. AODV
then selects the route that minimizes hop count while
staying available for the expected duration of packet
transmission. The proposed protocol increases the
successful packet transmissions with comparable route
establishment and maintenance overheads. A new
approach in Ad-Hoc on Demand Routing Protocol
(AODV) is based on the prediction of future sleep times
of mobile nodes (i.e., the times when mobile nodes’
Selective Forward techniques will turn Mobile Router
Advertisement (MRA) their network cards). The goal of
this approach is to introduce Optimized-Overhead
awareness in routing decisions and thereby to increase
the number of successful packet transmissions.
Keywords— MANET .CGSR ,DSDV, RREP.

I. INTRODUCTION
A Mobile network is a radio cellular network

distributed over land areas called cells, each served
by at least one fixed-location transceiver known as
a cell site or base station. When joined together these
cells provide radio coverage over a wide geographic
area. This enables a large number of portable
transceivers (e.g., mobile phones, pagers, etc.) to
communicate with each other and with fixed
transceivers and telephones anywhere in the network,
via base stations, even if some of the transceivers
are moving through more than one cell during
transmission. There are two distinct types of wireless
networks: infrastructure-based wireless networks
and mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In
infrastructure-based wireless networks, the mobile
nodes rely on stationary nodes, usually called access
points, with ample AC power to route their packets
through the network. Usually, in this case, the access
point coordinates and routes traffic between nodes.
In MANETs, the mobile nodes rely on each other
for packet delivery and traffic coordination. This type
of coordination forms what is called multi-hop
connections. In ad hoc networks, the task of packet
delivery and traffic coordination puts a lot of stress
on the individual nodes’ energy sources. As the nodes
consume energy from their power sources, the
network can become partitioned. This can hasten the
death , i.e. the point at which the network can no
longer fulfill its intended functions, of the network.
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A . Background
In mobile computer networking there are two

distinct approaches to enable wireless data
communication. The first approach is that mobile
units (nodes) communicate through a cellular
network infrastructure. The major problems in this
approach include the problem of  handoff . When a
mobile node travels out of range of one base-station
and into the range of another a  handoff  occurs from
the old base station to the new. This process must be
performed smoothly without noticeable delay or
packet loss. Another problem is that networks based
on the cellular infrastructure are limited to places
where there exits such a cellular  network
infrastructure.

The second approach is to form an ad hoc
network among all users wanting to communicate
with each other. The main feature of a mobile ad
hoc network is that it does not require any fixed
infrastructure for communication. This means that
the communication range is limited by the individual
nodes transmission ranges and is typically smaller
compared to the range of cellular systems. Because
ad hoc networks do not rely on any pre-established
infrastructure, they can be deployed in places with
no infrastructure. Therefore ad hoc networks can be
useful in disaster recovery situations and in places
with non-existing or damaged communication
infrastructure where rapid deployment of a
communication network is needed. Ad hoc networks
can also be useful on conferences where people
participating in the conference can form a temporary
network without engaging the services of any pre-
existing network. In this thesis the main focus will
lay on the mobile ad hoc network.
B. Aim and Objictives

The aim of this paper is to extend the network
lifetime by improving the power utilization of the
routing mechanism in MANETs. We utilize the
ability of wireless network cards to dynamically
change the transmission power, as well as the ability
of wireless devices to read the remaining battery
energy on which the device uses to determine how
to route packets. Link stability are assigned
according to the transmission power needed to reach
the destination node, along with the battery status of
the sending and intermediary nodes. Our hypothesis

is that choosing routes with lower uptime values on
average, and with time, will lead to better utilization
of the power sources of the communicating devices.

II . ADHOC NETWORK
An ad-hoc network is a self-configuring network of
wireless links connecting mobile nodes. These
nodes may be routers and/or hosts. The mobile
nodes communicate directly with each other and
without the aid of access points, and therefore have
no fixed infrastructure. They form an arbitrary
topology, where the routers are free to move
randomly and 4arrange themselves as required. Ad
hoc networks date back to the Seventies. They were
developed by the Defense Forces, to comply with a
military framework. The aim was to rapidly deploy
a robust, mobile and reactive network, under any
circumstances. These networks then proved useful
in commercial and industrial fields, first aid
operations and exploration missions. Ad hoc
networks, also called peer-to-peer networks, still
have a long way to go in order to be fully functional
and commercial.
A. Characterstics of Adhoc Network
A mobile ad hoc network consists of a number of
nodes that form an autonomous network. These
network nodes can move randomly and this results
in unpredictable and frequently changes in the
network topology. The nodes in mobile ad hoc
networks communicate with one another via packet
radios. Because of the limited radio propagation
range of each node, multiple hops may be needed
to reach others nodes. This characteristic makes the
routing a difficult subject in ad hoc communications.
The main characteristics of ad hoc networks are:
• The lack of an existing network infrastructure or

centralized administration.
• All the communication is carried over the

wireless medium.
• A dynamic topology
B. The Problem area in adhoc Networking

Due to the characteristics, described in the
previous section, some specific problems have to
be solved in ad hoc networking. Some key problem
areas in ad hoc Networking are: . Network topology:
Nodes are free to move arbitrarily; thus, the network
topology (which is typically multihop) may change
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randomly and rapidly at unpredictable times, and
may consist of both bi-directional and unidirectional
links. Furthermore, radio communications are
extremely vulnerable to propagation faults, this
means that the connectivity between network nodes
cannot be guaranteed; . Bandwidth: Wireless links
will have significantly lower capacity than their
hardwired counterparts. In addition, the realized
throughput of wireless communications (after
accounting for the effects of multiple access, fading,
noise, and interference conditions, etc.) is often much
less than a radio’s maximum transmission rate. As a
consequence of the limited bandwidth the
communication needed for control and management
functions in the network must be kept at a minimum;
however this must not go at the expense of the
effectiveness of the data communication. . Energy
consumption: As some of the mobile devices are
expected to be handheld with limited battery power,
the energy consumption must therefore be kept as
low as possible. One solution for power conservation
(as implemented in IEEE 802.11) could be to set
unused stations in a sleeping mode, so that they stop
transmitting and/or receiving (even receiving
requires power) for arbitrary time periods. . Security:
Mobile wireless networks are generally more
vulnerable to physical security threats than fixed-
cable networks. The increased possibility of
eavesdropping, spoofing, and denial-of-service
attacks should be carefully considered. Existing link
security techniques are often applied within wireless
networks to reduce security threats.
. Scalability: Some envisioned networks (e.g.
mobile military networks or highway networks) may
be relatively large (e.g. tens or hundreds of nodes
per routing area). The need for scalability is not
unique to ad hoc networks.

Fig(i) Nodes communication via channel

C . Routing Alogrithm Routing is the process in
which a route from a source to a destination node is
identified and is achieved either by computing all
routes before and restoring them or computing them
when needed. During this process, at least one
intermediate node within the inter-network is
encountered. Due to development of high end and
large scale internetworking with the latest
advancements in the networks and
telecommunication technology, routing becomes a
complicated. The routing concept has two activities:
route discovery and packet forwarding (called
packets) through an Internetwork. The later concept
is called as packet switching that is straight forward,
and the path determination could be very complex.
During Routing Process, tables are maintained to
keep formation that is generated by the routing
algorithms. These tables are known as Routing
Tables. Routing is mainly classified into two
categories:
• Static routing
• Dynamic routing.
Table-driven protocols (proactive protocols)
generate frequent updates of network topology
information to maintain a consistent view of the
network at all nodes. These nodes are required to
maintain tables containing topology information, so
that any node wishing to communicate with any
other node may do so by computing a route to the
destination node from the table. The Destination-
Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing protocol
(DSDV) is a table-driven algorithm based on the
classical Bellman-Ford routing mechanism.The
enhancements made to the Bellman-Ford algorithm
include freedom from loops in routing tables. Every
mobile node maintains a routing table in which all
of the possible destinations and the number of hops
to each destination are stored. Each entry is marked
with a sequence number assigned by the destination
node. The sequence numbers enable the mobile
nodes to distinguish stale routes from new ones,
thereby avoiding the creation of routing loops.
The Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
routing protocol is based on the DSDV algorithm.
AODV is an enhancement on DSDV as it reduces
the number of requisite broadcasts by creating routes
on an on-demand basis, in contrast to maintaining a
complete list of routes as in the DSDV algorithm.
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When a source node wants to send a message to a
destination node and if it does not have a valid route
to that destination, it initiates a Path Discovery
process to locate the other node. It broadcasts a route
request (RREQ) packet to its neighbours, which then
forward the request to their neighbours, and so on,
until either the destination or an intermediate node
with a  fresh enough” route to the destination is
located.

III. QUALITY AWARE ROUTING IN MOBILE AD HOC

NETWORKS

Quality conservation in wireless ad hoc networks
is a critical issue as energy resources are limited at
the electronic devices used. Quality-aware routing
protocols are essentially route selection strategies
built on existing ad hoc routing protocols. A survey
is conducted on a series of power-aware routing
protocols around energy efficient metrics.
A. Quality awareness in Routing

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are
characterized by dynamic topology, limited channel
bandwidth and limited power at the nodes. Because
of these characteristics, pathsconnecting to the
source nodes with destinations may very unstable
and go down at any time, making communication
over ad hoc networks difficult. Energy efficiency is
a limiting factor in the successful deployment of
MANETs, because nodes are expected to rely on
portable, limited power sources. Moreover, energy
conservation is extremely challenging in multi-hop
environments, where the mobile nodes should also
consume energy to route packets for other nodes and
to guarantee the connectivity of the network
B. Approaches to Power Awareness in Routing

In a mobile ad hoc network nodes are often
powered by batteries. The power level of a battery
is finite and limits the lifetime of a node. Every
message sent and every computation performed
drains the battery. The main goal of power awareness
routing in an ad hoc network is to optimize the
lifetime of the nodes and network. In mobile ad hoc
networking the power consumption of a node can
be divided according to functionality into:
• The power utilized for the transmission of a

message;
• The power utilized for the reception of a message;

• The power utilized while the system is idle.

This suggests two complementary levels at which
power consumption can be optimized in wireless
communication:

• Minimizing power consumption during the
idle time by switching to sleep mode; this is
Known as Quality Management;

• Minimizing power consumption during
communication, that is, while the system is
transmitting and receiving messages; this is
known as Quality Control.

C. Minimize Cost per packets:
• Try to maximize the life of all the nodes. For this

metric, the idea is such that paths selected do not
contain nodes with depleted energy reserves. In
other words, this metric is a measurement of the
amount of power or the level of battery capacity
remaining in a node and that those nodes with a
low value of this metric are not chosen
(unnecessarily) for a route. This metric is defined
as the total cost of sending one packet over the
nodes, which in turn can be used to calculate the
remaining power. It is given by the equation:

•

• Where xi represents the total energy expended
by node i so far and f is the function that denotes
the cost. Then we find the minimum C for all
packets. This metric is by far one of the more
deployed metric as it can incorporates the battery
characteristics directly into the routing protocol
as shown in the introduction of MMBCR .

D. Power-aware Routing Protocols:
Power aware routing schemes make routing

decisions to optimize performance of power or
energy related evaluation metric(s). The route
selections are made solely with regards to
performance requirement policies, independent of
the underlying ad-hoc routing protocols deployed.
Therefore the power-aware routing schemes are
transferable from one underlying ad-hoc routing
protocol to another, the observed relative merits and
drawbacks remain valid.
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E. Minimum Total Transmission Power Routing
(MTPR)

In wireless communications, radio propagation
can be modeled with a 1/dn transmit power roll off
(usually, n = 2 for short distance and n = 4 for longer
distance). For successful transmissions,

The Major and significant problems based on
above scenario discussed that still require to
investigate of an efficient and robust network
condition independent solution for MANET-
INTERNET integration has to be address the Control
Overheads: Overheads introduced due to the
Gateway solicitation, Gateway advertisement and
mobile IP itself. . Load balancing: Balancing among
the different gateways when connected with same/
different nodes. . Multi homing: To maintain the
consistent connectivity simultaneously with multiple
gateways. . Hand Offs: Switching from one gateway
to another when the mobile node roams outside the
vicinity of the current gateway i.e. to provide smooth
seamless roaming. . Gateway Selection: To select
the optimal gateway from the multiple available
gateways. Three challenging problems in Mobile Ad-
hoc network:
i) Determine the location of Node
ii) Discovering valuable gateway

Maintain and Stablize the state of Discovered
Gateway.

IV STABILITY AWARE ROUTING IN MOBILE AD-HOC

NETWORKS USING SELECTIVE FORWARDING

Previous work on routing in MANETs has
resulted in numerous routing protocols that aim at
satisfying constraints such as minimum hop or low
energy. Existing routing protocols often fail to
discover stable routes between source and sink when
route availability is transient, i.e., due to mobile
devices switching their network cards into low-power
sleep modes whenever no communication is taking
place. In this thesis, we introduce a new approach
stability aware source routing protocol that is capable
of predicting the stability (i.e., expiration time) of
multiple routes. Proposed protocol selects the route
that minimizes hop count while staying available for
the expected duration of packet transmission. The
Adhoc On Demand Routing Protocol (AODV)

resolve the problem of SADSR protocol indicate a
significant increase in route discovery success rate
with comparable route establishment and
maintenance overheads.The proposed  protocol
realizes a better approach for power-saving by
utilizing a DPM module that puts wireless nodes into
a sleep mode when the node is not transmitting or
receiving data. But sleep modes can lead to loss of
network connectivity and hence lower the packet
delivery ratio. The proposed protocol exploits the
transient availability of the intermittently sleeping
nodes by introducing DPM-awareness in the routing
decisions. It finds stable routes as predicted by a
earliest up-time of the nodeand thus ensures
acceptable network connectivity.

In order to validate the proposed protocol and
show its efficiency we present simulations using
NS2. NS2 is a very popular network simulation
tool.NS2 is an interactive software package which
was developed to perform numerical calculations on
vectors and matrices. Initially, it was simply a Matrix
Laboratory. However, today it is much more
powerful:
• It can do quite sophisticated graphics in two and

three dimensions.
• It contains a high-level programming language

(a \baby C”) which makes it quite easy to code
complicated algorithms involving vectors and
matrices.

• It can numerically solve nonlinear initial-value
ordinary differential equations.

• It can numerically solve nonlinear boundary-
value ordinary differential equations.

• It contains a wide variety of toolboxes which
allow it to perform a wide range of applications
from science and engineering. Since users can
write their own toolboxes, the breadth of
applications is quite amazing.

Fig (ii) Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF)
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The packet delivery fraction is measured under
varying pause time with 10 and 20 number of
sources. From Figure we see that the proactive
approach has better packet delivery performance
than the reactive approach. This happens because -
due to the periodic update of route information form
the gateway, routes form all the nodes to the gateway
are always available. As a result majority of the
packets are delivered smoothly. In case of reactive
approach, a node wishing to send data to the
destination needs to find the route to the gateway
first.

Fig (iii)Average End-to-End Delay Comparison.

Fig (iv)Normalized Routing Load Comparison

The normalized routing overhead of the
proactive approach remains almost constant for a
particular advertisement interval irrespective of the
pause time. Whereas in case of reactive approach
with decreasing pause time, the gateway discoveries
need to be invoked more often due to frequent link
breaks. Moreover, as the reactive approach continues
using longer and older routes and does not use route
optimization until the route is broken, the chances
of link breaks also increases. This further adds to
the number of route discoveries. With this greater
number of gateway discoveries, the control traffic
also increases, which ultimately results in higher
normalized routing load.

V CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the paper, MANET routing protocol-AODV
has been extended to route packets, not only within
a MANET but also between a wireless MANET and
the wired network. The communication between the
wireless and the wired network must pass through
these nodes, which are referred to as gateways. In
this thesis work, three methods for detection of these
gateways have been presented, implemented and
compared.The three methods for gateway detection
are referred to as reactive, proactive and hybrid
gateway discovery. The comparison between these
methods provides us useful information. Regarding
the packet delivery ratio in proactive gateway
discovery approach, due to regular exchange of
gateway information, routes are always optimized
and the nodes have fresher and shorter routes to the
destination. This reduces the chances of link breaks
and increases the packet delivery ratio. On the other
hand in reactive approach, a node continues to use a
longer route until it is broken even if an alternate
shorter route is available. This reduces the packet
delivery fraction. The packet delivery performance
of the hybrid approach falls between that of the
proactive and reactive approaches. This paper
presents an algorithm to optimize the hybrid gateway
discovery in MANETs. The technique transfers the
decision about retransmitting MRA messages to the
nodes in the MANET. Basically, zones with unstable
but employed routes to the Internet Gateway are
prone to receive the MRA messages while in stable
zones the overhead originated by MRA messages
are avoided. The evaluation of the algorithm shows
the goodness of the proposal. The simulations were
performed with various types of movements
including synthetic and realistic mobility models.
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